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DREAMTIME
&
DANCING
Carole Edrich witnesses an Aboriginal
tribal gathering in Western Australia.
Pictures by the author
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THIS IS DESERT; ARID, HOT AND
sensual. Dust-sand, rust-red or
blood-scarlet, is strewn by a careless wind around ancient rocks and
into miniature meandering dunes.
Squint hard under the shade of
your hand and, unless your host
shows you how, you’ll not find the
source of the subtle scent of acacia with tones of leaf mould from
a nearby water sink. Whether slipsliding down dry river banks that
start sandy and end with a loamy
plunge into unknown depths, or
resting in man-made shade away
from the seductive dangers of the
shadowy pool, you’ll find your soul
drawn into a deep sense of peaceful
connection with the land.
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Previous pages:
Fishtraps in the
summer heat,
painted by
Natalie Hunter
of Bidyadanga.
These pages
(clockwise from
top): The beach and
red cliffs at James
Price Point, currently
under threat from
a proposed gas
processing plant.
Wild birds in
flight at Injudinah
Springs. The path
between a home
and the Bidyadanga
Artists Community
in the searing midday heat.

Aboriginal tradition takes the
landscape as a manifestation of
inner environment, as well as a
place to live. They’re so conscious
of their impact on the earth that
their paintings represent people
by the impression they leave on
the ground. Dreamtime thinking holds past, future and present
as equal, while songlines connect
land, people, places, nature, regeneration, law and more. It’s not just
4,000 years of tradition, familiarity with the land’s bounty, or
excellence in bushcraft, that have
made the many tribes succeed in
such hard places: it’s a sustainable
world view, with habits ingrained
into unconscious acts.
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Once every few years, the elders
of each of the 16-odd tribes based
in and around North Western
Australia call their people together
to listen, learn and join in with
the stories, songs and dances that
connect them to the land. With no
tradition of writing, these festivals
reaffirm each tribe’s identity.
As varied as the people who
perform them, the dances relate
history, legends and stories. While
some choreographies have been
passed down through many
generations, others have appeared
in dreams.
I am a dance photography
expert and have been invited
here by the organisers to take
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These pages
(clockwise from
top left): Averanna,
a Kija girl, waiting
to dance in the
Women’s Area with
other members
of her tribe. From
the Bardi People,
this dance is Billy
Ah Choo’s Joonba,
which describes the
story of Old Wiggan
Lost At Sea – the
prop represents
the waves. Many
dances are too
sacred to share in
their entirety: this
example shows
the Jumba dancing
Hitler Pamba’s Juju.
Ngumpan boys at
the end of their rain
dance: the single
long rod represents
Kuurtal, the living

Carole Edrich
was a guest of
kalacc (the
Kimberley
Aboriginal
Law and
Cultural
Centre).

or permanent
water, while the
large middle round
attachment represents the waterhole
and the smaller
item that looks like
a handle represents
a rainbow.

professional photographs– the
first European to do so. It’s dark,
and camera technology has only
recently been sufficient to meet
the challenge of taking good
but unobtrusive photos in this
dust as thick as fog. And it is only
when the tribal elders explain my
confusion at what I am seeing,
that I am able to make sense of the
stories behind the dance.
That confusion has passed, but
the exhilarating sense of privilege
at being invited to such an important event, and the responsibility
of making sure that the people and
their dances are accurately
and sensitively represented,
is unlikely ever to leave me.
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